
Industry-Leading  
Applications and Management Tools

For more than 25 years, NACT has been the world’s leading  
provider of prepaid application solutions. NACT controls more  
than 12 billion minutes of traffic annually, having sold and installed 
more than 650 switching platforms, in 26 countries around  
the globe. 

NACT’s advanced telecommunications solutions include application 
software, network management capabilities, switching gateway 
platforms, and Class 4/5 hardware and software solutions. NACT’s 
technology sets the standard for value, comprehensiveness and 
reliability, and its solutions are used by hundreds of customers: 
including international carriers; competitive carriers; ISPs; and  
large domestic service providers. 

The Industry’s Leading Applications:

NACT’s prepaid and postpaid applications provide all of the switching, 
signaling, provisioning, account management and communications 
applications needed to launch revenue-generating prepaid/postpaid 
services quickly, easily and cost-effectively. 

These field-proven applications include: Prepaid Calling Cards, 
International Texting, Top Up capabilities, Automatic ANI 
Authentication, pre- and post-paid billing, wholesale transport  
and management, Least Cost Routing, and fraud control parameters 
(such as usage limitations, blocked destinations or credit card recharge 
restrictions). NACT’s global applications support local, regional, 
specialty and global calling cards, and provide all of the functionality 
that Prepaid Service Providers (PSPs) require.

Carrier to Carrier Solutions:

NACT’s carrier switching capabilities are designed for service providers 
seeking tandem, carrier interconnection, and international gateway and 
routing functionality between their network and other service providers. 

Class 4/5 Softswitch capabilities offer maximum flexibility, with 
minimum complexity, for carrier-grade call control, routing, and 
translations. They include session border controller (SBC) and 
transcoding features needed to facilitate secure IP-to-IP, and next 
generation TDM-to-IP connectivity. NACT’s Class 4/5 Softswitch enables 
service providers to peer directly with other carriers, and connect to the 
PSTN, all from a single platform.

Customized Billing and Switch Management Solutions:

At the core of every prepaid solution is a provisioning and 
management system. NACT’s Retail Telephony platform ensures 
maximum accuracy, flexibility, and control for any prepaid calling 
card business. This solution works seamlessly with NACT’s Prepaid 
applications, to handle provisioning, manage accounts, store 
comprehensive call detail records, and generate a wide variety of 
critical management and operational reports. 

No matter what the requirements are for your business, NACT delivers 
customized solutions that provide all of the switching, signaling, 
provisioning, account management and communications applications 
needed to launch revenue-generating prepaid, postpaid, or carrier 
services quickly, easily, and cost-effectively.

Let NACT’s Portfolio of Revenue-Generating Products and Applications Help Your Business Thrive
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